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Audio Science Takes on Leading Role with AES Virtual Vienna On-Demand

Content

AES Virtual Vienna will bring attendees a full program of on-demand presentations,

including scientific Papers, Engineering Briefs and Poster sessions

The AES Virtual Vienna Convention is just days away – taking place, online, June 2

through 5 – and the final schedule of events is being announced, including the

Convention’s slate of over 100 On-Demand presentations being made available

throughout the show. From full scientific research Paper presentations and Poster

sessions, to experimentation in practical applications of breaking audio technologies

outlined in Engineering Briefs and more, this year’s AES Spring Convention

Technical Program offers unprecedented access in an affordable format available to

anyone with an internet connection.

Scientific research of audio principles and theory is the backbone of the Audio
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Engineering Society’s mission of furthering the science and art of audio

engineering, and a highlight for Convention attendees each show. This year’s

Papers program features over 45 such presentations, available on demand

beginning June 2, covering a variety of disciplines including Audio Signal Processing,

Perception and Evaluation of Audio, Spatial Audio, Loudspeakers and Microphones,

Recording and Production, Audio Education, Network Audio, Room Acoustics and

more. Papers being presented during AES Virtual Vienna will be available to

attendees for a period after the show and will then join the archive of over 17,000

searchable documents in the AES E-Library. In addition, over 70 on-demand

Engineering Briefs and Posters present more concise studies of a given topic,

offering quick analysis of concepts, studies and application experimentation from

researchers, students and engineers from around the world.

This year’s new online format for the AES Spring Convention offers a variety of

opportunities to experience an AES event like never before, combining live

streaming, on-demand content, and live Q&A dialog into a new experience, more

accessible than ever. On-demand content will be available at the start of the

Convention, and available for a limited time to AES Virtual Vienna attendees.

The complete AES Virtual Vienna Technical Program of events, presenters and more

is now available online – Register Now and make plans to join us.

hwww.aes.org
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